Impact origin of IAB and IIE iron meteorites and metal-veined H chondrites
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Introduction

Joseph I. Goldstein (1939-2015)
Joe was an extraordinarily
accomplished researcher and much
loved colleague. He will be greatly
missed by cosmochemists and other
planetary scientists.

Iron meteorites in groups IAB and
IIE differ from other irons in that
they contain abundant silicates
and lack the chemical signatures
of fractional crystallization1-5.
Here we compare their thermal
histories, breccia properties, and
sulfide content with those of
metal-veined H chondrites. We
suggest that they all formed by
impacts on hot chondritic
asteroids, probably during
accretion in glancing impacts with
larger bodies.
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Kernouvé H6 chondrite.
One of several H6s with
metal veins up to 11 cm
long. Veins formed in situ
by shock or shear melting.

Winonaites are unshocked,
metamorphosed chondrites containing
metal and troilite, which are the
source material for IAB irons6.
(a) Winona, 1 mm wide, crossed
polars. (b) Metal-rich region in NWA
4024 (Credit: Mirko Graul).
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IAB Metal with chondritic clasts
Metal with H chondrite clasts:
Portales Valley H6
chondrite: cooling rate
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5-10 °C/Myr
Colomera & Miles

and Ar-Ar age typical of H6
chondrites. Troilite
sequestered in clasts and
narrow veins. (a) 8 cm wide
slice (Credit: Monnig Coll.)
(b) S-rich region. Width: 4
cm (Credit: L. Welzenbach)
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IIE metal with chondritic inclusions

b

Campo del Cielo (a)
Meter-wide slice showing
angular chondritic
clasts15. Absence of
sulfide-graphite nodules
suggests residual melt
solidified in chondritic
wallrock. (b) Metalveined chondritic clast.
(Credit: Jay Piatek)

Netschaevo IIE iron with silicate inclusions.
Credit: Buchwald15. One-third of IIE irons
contain chondritic inclusions like
Netschaevo, which are more reduced than H
chondrite silicates9, 4.

IIE metal and achondritic clasts
Colomera IIE iron with rounded, differentiated
silicate inclusions. Absence of achondrites
related to IIE silicates suggests that achondritic
inclusions in IIE irons formed during impact and
were not created by 26Al heating. Lack of troilite
in these IIE irons may be due to impact
vaporization. (Credit: D. S. Burnett)
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Caddo County, 16 cm wide slice. Clasts appear
chondritic but Benedix et al. 6 also found a
basaltic clast. Absence of winonaite-relat ed
achondrites suggests basaltic clast is minor
product of localized melting in shear zone.

MET 00428 (Fs 17)

S-rich IAB Metal
a

Conclusions (1)
Metal veins in Portales Valley and other H chondrites probably formed by
frictional heating during accretional glancing impacts7, 8, 21. Sulfur-rich
metallic nodules with dendritic structures like MET 00428 probably
formed by shock melting during crater formation22.

Oxygen isotopic and silicate
compositions suggest HH chondrites
with Fa 14-16 and Fs 13-15, like
Burnwell10 (right) and Willaroy, were
the source material for IIE irons4,9.

IAB Metal with achondritic clasts

S-rich metal from H chondrite

Metallic meteorite from
H chondrite impact melt: troilite
spacing shows it cooled in days22.

Numerical model of low-velocity accretionary impact that disaggregated
smaller body 21. M = 0.1 ME, m = 0.1 M, 30° impact angle.
Impacts that created veined H chondrites, IAB and IIE irons may have been
low-velocity accretionary impacts that disaggregated metamorphosed
chondritic planetesimals creating metal-rich veins during shear.

IIE irons & HH chondrites

IAB irons & Winonaites
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Hit-and-run impact (Asphaug et al., 2006)

H chondrites
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Mundrabilla (a) Meter-wide slice shows
dendrites formed on cooling in years from
silicate-free impact melt 6, 14,15. (b) Medium
octahedral pattern shows slow cooling at
500°C at depth. 15 cm wide. (Credit:
Smithsonian Institution)

Conclusions (2)
IAB irons and their silicate inclusions probably formed during accretion like veined
H chondrites. Rare achondritic inclusions may have formed during intense
localized heating in veins. S-rich residual liquid crystallized in chondritic fractures.

S-rich IIE irons
a

b

(a) and (b) Mont Dieu (credits:
Jan and Wadi Woreczko; Luc
Labenne). (c) Mt. Howe (mm
scale). S-rich IIE irons
crystallized rapidly trapping Srich liquids between dendrites.
May have formed by shock
melting of HH chondritic material.

Conclusions (3)
Slow cooling rate of Colomera and Miles of 5-10 °C/Myr at 500°C that we derive from
cloudy taenite microstructure shows they cooled at depth in large parent asteroid. S-rich
irons like Mt Howe crystallized in days and cooled nearer surface. We suggest that IIE
irons formed by shear deformation of HH chondritic material that was more intense than
that suffered by H chondrite and IAB parent asteroids.
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